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Abstract. The dissipation power and size of auroral blobs
are investigated in detail to examine the possible analogy be-
tween the dynamic magnetosphere and a forced and/or self-
organized critical system. The distributions of these auroral
parameters are sorted in terms of different levels of activity,
namely substorms, pseudo-breakups, and quiet conditions. A
power law (scale-free) component is seen in all these distri-
butions. In addition, a peak distribution is found for substorm
intervals and a hump for pseudo-breakup intervals. The peak
distribution is present prominently during magnetic storms,
i.e. when the magnetosphere is strongly driven by the solar
wind. It is interpreted that the scale-free component is associ-
ated with the activity of the diffuse aurora, corresponding to
disturbances at all permissible scales within the plasma sheet.
Ionospheric feedback appears to be essential for the presence
of two components in the distribution for auroral dissipation
power. These results are consistent with the concept that the
magnetosphere is in a forced and/or self-organized critical
state, although they do not constitute conclusive evidence for
the analogy.
1 Introduction
As an intermediate region between the solar wind and the
Earth’s ionosphere, the Earth’s magnetosphere not only
shields the Earth from the direct impact of the solar wind,
but also couples tightly the ionosphere with the solar wind.
In addition, the magnetosphere is a huge reservoir of en-
ergetic charged particles from both the solar wind and the
ionosphere. A crude estimate based on the dimensions of the
magnetosphere and the averaged number density gives the
order of 1031 particles residing within the magnetosphere.
Interestingly, in spite of the enormous number of degrees of
freedom expected for the large number of particles present
within the magnetosphere system, the global behaviour of the
magnetosphere seems to depend on just a few parameters. In
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fact, reconstructing dynamics from time series data, such as
the AE index, leads to the result indicating the global mag-
netospheric dynamics to be low dimensional and predictable
(e.g. Vassiliadis et al., 1990). This has led some to view the
magnetosphere as a deterministic chaotic system.
The low dimension aspect of the magnetosphere is not
unique to a deterministic chaotic system, however. It is
pointed out by Chang (1992, 1998, 1999) that a system near
criticality is also low dimensional. In addition, he suggested
that the power law spectrum of magnetic fluctuations and in-
termittent turbulent features may be signatures of the mag-
netosphere being an open, dissipative dynamical system at a
critical state, dubbed as the forced and/or self-organized criti-
cality (FSOC) state. The concept of self-organized criticality
(SOC) was first introduced by Bak et al. (1987), who showed
that slowly driven dynamical systems, with many degrees
of freedom, naturally self-organize into a critical state, with
avalanches of all sizes obeying power law statistics. The crit-
ical state is an attractor for the dynamics and the phenomenon
is deterministic and robust with respect to noise and inhomo-
geneities. While SOC requires no tuning of its driver, in the
version of Chang, a slight fine-tuning of the driver is needed
to get the system near the critical point, hence, FSOC in-
stead of SOC. This concept seems to fit well with some ear-
lier work expressing the view of intermittent localized dis-
turbances constituting the basic element of magnetospheric
activity (e.g. Lui, 1991; Angelopoulos et al., 1992) and with
the results from a number of analysis relating to the AE in-
dex (e.g. Consolini, 1997a; Consolini et al., 1996).
In this paper, we shall examine the magnetosphere from
one of its energy outputs, namely the auroral activity seen
in the polar regions. Reported here is an extension of the
previous work along this line of research (Lui et al., 2000).
The distributions of auroral power and size of luminosity ob-
tained from a satellite-borne imager, the UltraViolet Imager
(UVI), on the Polar satellite will be examined in detail. Dis-
tributions specific to the strong external driving condition of
the magnetosphere, namely during magnetic storms, will also
be examined for comparison with other times. Finally, the
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robustness of the distributions in auroral power and size is
tested with a large range of thresholding on the auroral lumi-
nosity in the construction of the distributions.
2 Dissipation power and size of auroral blobs
The energy output of the magnetosphere manifested by au-
roras in the polar region was examined with global images
from Polar UVI. The analysis was carried out in several steps
as done in the previous study (Lui et al., 2000). First, the raw
images from Polar UVI were transformed into Cartesian co-
ordinates of magnetic latitude and magnetic local time. The
luminosity was then corrected for background by subtracting
the luminosity outside the auroral region. The power and size
of individual auroral disturbances, called hereafter as auroral
blobs, in each image were determined by applying an inten-
sity threshold. In this study, we extend the previous work
by sorting into periods of substorms, pseudo-breakups, and
quiet times. Pseudo-breakup periods are those in which tran-
sient and localized brightening of aurora was observed, but
the activity did not develop into the characteristic global au-
roral pattern as in magnetospheric substorms. This sequence
of analyses was performed for the entire set of auroral images
in the entire month of January 1997.
Figure 1 shows the normalized occurrence histograms of
auroral dissipation power from binning auroral blobs in the
three activity categories, together with the overall histogram
regardless of the activity level. There are two interesting fea-
tures. First is the occurrence of a power law component in
all histograms. In other words, the auroral blobs exhibit a
scale-free component in all these categories. Furthermore,
the power spectral index appears to have the same value re-
gardless of the activity level. Second, for intervals other than
quiet times, there is an additional component with a peak or
hump in the histogram distribution, superposed on the scale-
free component. This indicates that this second component
does have a range for its characteristic scale. The median
characteristic scale for substorm intervals is near 6 × 109
Watt. For pseudo-breakup intervals, there is a hump but not
a prominent peak in the histogram. The hump occurs at a
smaller value of the auroral dissipation power than that of
the peak during substorms. This is understandable because
pseudo-breakup events are expected to dissipate less power
than that of substorms.
Figure 2 shows the normalized occurrence histograms of
auroral size from binning the auroral blobs in the same man-
ner as sorting the auroral dissipation power. It is noted that
the upper cutoff on the size is due to the limited total viewing
scope of UVI. Once again, the two components are present
in all categories except for quiet times. The power spectral
index for the scale-free component is similar in the four his-
tograms shown. For the component with a peak during sub-
storms, the median characteristics’ scale appears to be near
2× 106 km2.
3 Strongly driven conditions
Magnetic storms occur when the magnetosphere is driven
strongly by the solar wind. One can examine the robustness
of the features noted in auroral blobs under these extreme
conditions. Figure 3 shows the auroral dissipation power
(top row) and size (bottom row) during the main and recov-
ery phases of magnetic storms. The period examined covers
the 6-month interval from December 1996 to May 1997. The
same two components are found as noted previously. The
general features in these histograms are very similar to those
shown before. A significant difference between these his-
tograms and the ones shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is the location
of the peak in the histograms. The characteristic scales asso-
ciated with the peak in the histograms for storm main phase
are significantly larger in both the auroral dissipation power
and size than those in Figs. 1 and 2. This difference is no-
ticeable also in the storm recovery phase, although it is not
as significant. This result is expected since magnetic storms
are large-scale events, involving more energy dissipation and
spanning over a larger area.
4 Effect of different thresholding
Figure 4 shows the effects on the occurrence histograms of
auroral dissipation power and area from a range of thresh-
olds chosen corresponding to levels expected for being rec-
ognized as active aurora. These are the threshold levels ex-
plored in the earlier study (Lui et al., 2000). It is seen that the
main features noted in Figs. 1 and 2 remain unchanged even
though at the highest threshold the peaks in auroral power
and size evolve into humps instead. The power spectral in-
dex for the power law component appears unchanged for au-
roral dissipation power, but increases gradually with higher
thresholds for auroral size. If the threshold is taken to much
higher levels, changes in these features can be noted.
Figure 5 displays the results from several high thresholds
in comparison with the one used in Fig. 4. It is seen that
the power spectral index for the scale-free component in the
auroral dissipation power distribution remains unchanged.
However, the peak in the distribution becomes less and less
pronounced and shifts progressively to lower values as the
threshold level is raised. This trend also occurs for the auro-
ral size. On the other hand, the power law component in the
auroral size distribution remains unchanged but has a signif-
icantly steeper slope than those at lower thresholds.
5 Summary and discussion
In this article, the auroral activity is used as a means to mon-
itor the energy output of the magnetosphere and to examine
the statistical characteristics of magnetospheric disturbances
in relation to the concept of forced and/or self-organized crit-
icality. We have extended the previous analysis of auroral
blobs in several ways. First, we include statistics of power
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Fig. 1. Normalized occurrence frequency of dissipation power in auroral blobs for intervals of substorm activity, pseudo breakups, quiet
times, and all conditions.
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Fig. 2. Normalized occurrence frequency of size of auroral blobs for intervals of substorm activity, pseudo breakups, quiet times, and all
conditions.
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Fig. 3. Normalized occurrence frequency of dissipation power and size of auroral blobs during storm main phase and recovery phase.
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Fig. 4. Normalized occurrence frequency of dissipation power and size of auroral blobs for a nominal range of thresholds used in determining
auroral blobs. The energy thresholds used are: 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2.0, and 2.3 erg/cm2/s.
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Fig. 5. Normalized occurrence frequency of dissipation power and size of auroral blobs for an extreme range of thresholds used in determining
auroral blobs. The energy thresholds used are: 1.4 (for comparison with Fig. 4), 2.8, 4.1, 5.5, 6.8, and 8.2 erg/cm2/s.
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dissipation and size of auroral blobs for pseudo-breakup in-
tervals as well as for all samples. We also isolate these statis-
tics for main and recovery phases of magnetic storms, i.e.
conditions when the magnetosphere is being strongly driven
by the solar wind. The robustness of features in these statis-
tics is examined through a large range of thresholds in the
determination of auroral blobs.
In the early study, the presence of a peak in the occurrence
frequency of dissipation power and size was compared with
the results from a simple sandpile model. The component
in the histograms for substorms, which shows a peak, was
interpreted as being constituted by disturbances with a long-
range correlation, corresponding to system-wide avalanches
in the numerical sandpile model. However, since a noticeable
hump exists in histograms for pseudo-breakup intervals in
which disturbances are localized and thus, are not “system-
wide” disturbance, this previous interpretation may need to
be modified. One possible interpretation is that both the
pseudo-breakup and substorm events have a range of char-
acteristic scales, where the scale associated with the former
is significantly less than the latter. The scale-free component
found in all situations probably corresponds to perpetual dis-
turbances of all permissible scale sizes occurring within the
plasma sheet. The auroral manifestation of the plasma sheet
is the diffuse aurora. The fact that the component with a
characteristic scale gradually disappears as the threshold for
blob determination is raised to very high levels indicates that
the long-range correlation in the plasma sheet for high lev-
els of activity diminishes gradually with increasing threshold
levels.
Watkins et al. (1999) have studied the robustness of col-
lective behaviour in strongly driven avalanche models. They
found that there is a lower cutoff of energy output for sand-
piles under constant strong driving. This feature disappears
when the strong driving is variable. From the statistics of
storm intervals, no lower cutoff of power dissipation and size
is seen. Therefore, the results found here for storms could be
interpreted as consistent with the magnetosphere to be analo-
gous to an avalanching system under variable strong driving.
Recently, Kozelov and Kozelova (2001) pointed out that
the comparison of distributions for auroral dissipation power
with that of avalanche energy may not be appropriate. In-
deed, the work by Chapman et al. (1998) did not design
the simulation to allow for the determination of the dura-
tion of each avalanche. Thus, separation of instantaneous
power and total energy of each avalanche cannot be made
in their model. On the other hand, Kozelov and Kozelova
(2001) did perform a numerical sandpile model, allowing for
the separation between instantaneous power and total energy
of avalanche. From this simulation, they found that the dis-
tribution for avalanche power in the SOC model does not
have a power law form. Furthermore, they found it neces-
sary to include a parameter in each cell which mimics the
ionospheric feedback to the magnetosphere. For situations
when the ionospheric feedback is below a critical threshold
for all cells, the distribution shows a power law over a limited
range. For situations when the ionospheric feedback exceeds
a critical threshold in at least one cell, the distribution shows
two components resembling auroral dissipation power during
substorms. Their interpretation is that the component which
shows a range of characteristic scales indicates times when
ionospheric feedback is important in the overall dynamics of
the system.
In conclusion, the observed features in the analysis of au-
roral dissipation power and size are quite consistent with the
view that the magnetosphere behaves like a forced and/or
self-organized critical system, as suggested by a number of
previous works (e.g. Chang, 1992, 1998, 1999; Consolini et
al., 1996; Consolini, 1997b; Chapman et al., 1998; Kozelov
and Kozelova, 2001). However, these findings cannot be con-
sidered as providing conclusive evidence for the magneto-
sphere acting as a system near a critical point, since there are
systems other than FSOC which have similar characteristics
as found here (Watkins et al., 2001). Furthermore, Freeman
et al. (2000) have noted that the external energy input param-
eters in the solar wind have a similar shape of distributions as
the auroral electrojet indices. The solar wind parameters they
examined are vBs and , where v is the solar wind speed, Bs
is the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic
field, and  is a parameter introduced by Perrault and Aka-
sofu (1978) which combines the solar wind velocity with the
east-west and north-south components of the interplanetary
magnetic field. They argued that one possibility is that the
scale-free component may have originated from the external
source. They attributed the SOC features in the auroral in-
dices to be a result of the solar wind being a SOC system.
Given these uncertainties, it is clear that more analysis on
other parameters of the magnetosphere is needed in the fu-
ture to establish firmly the validity in drawing the analogy
between the magnetosphere and a FSOC system.
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